
Dear Editor,

below please find our responses to the reviewers’ comments as well as the anno-
tated manuscript. In brief, the major changes versus the ACPD version are:

– We now include data from some additional models (ACCESS-CCM, CHASER-5

MIROC-ESM, GEOSCCM) as well as additional simulations from CESM1-
WACCM and UMSLIMCAT. Consequently, we have added the following co-
authors: Kane Stone, Robyn Schofield, Kengo Sudo, Luke Oman, Michael
Manyin, and Daniele Visioni. The additional simulations give a more com-
plete impression of the CCMI ensemble as a whole but do not fundamentally10

affect the conclusions reached in the ACPD version of the paper.

– In response to the reviewers’ comments, we have added sections 4 (an analysis
of age-of-air) and 6 (some general thoughts on the generation of a merged
ozone dataset), and the appendix (dealing with the statistical method).

– We have expanded the supplement with four plots showing the ozone re-15

sponses to the forcings in concentration units.

– All NIWA-UKCA and ACCESS-CCM results are now displayed in pressure-
based coordinates.

Reviewer 2 asked for a comprehensive discussion of the causes of differences in
model behaviour, at least for the more extreme outliers. Whilst our new discussion20

of age-of-air goes some way towards addressing that, we consider that delving into
the inner workings of the models to figure out why they behave the way they do
is more than this paper can deliver. The paper may well motivate such an analysis,
but the results will not be forthcoming in time for this paper. However, we find that
the age-of-air analysis already gives some indications about the likely causes of the25

differences in model behaviour.

Best regards,

Olaf Morgenstern.30
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In boldface are our replies to the reviewers’ comments.

Response to referee 1:

This paper presents results from simulations, coordinated under the CCMI-1 ini-35

tiative, performed from a number of chemistry climate models. These results have
an interest to the climate community at large as they outline how the simulated
ozone field in these different models is impacted by changes in a number of forc-
ings, i.e., CH4, N2O, Cleq and COeq

2 . The CCMI-1 initiative should provide ozone
climatologies to climate models that use prescribed ozone fields in CMIP6 simula-40

tions, and this paper outlines the robust or non-robust features of these climatolo-
gies. The paper is relatively clear in its presentation of the objectives, the method
used, the results. I think that on the basis of these results adding in this paper some
recommendations with regards to the production of these climatologies would im-
prove the interest of the paper.45

I recommend publication of this paper in ACP.
We thank the reviewer for these encouraging comments. We have now added

a section on the implications of the findings for generating ozone forcing fields
for climate models that to not predict ozone.

50

Please find below my comments, questions and remarks, first the more important
ones and then the minor ones.

– line 26 and line : “there is a requirement for a robust mechanism...": As indi-
cated in my summary of the paper, the paper would gain including indications
for this robust mechanism.55

See above.

– line 94: please describe how the various gases are grouped into COeq
2 .

This is now described in sufficient detail. Basically, the gases that make
up the RCP scenarios are weighted with their radiative efficiencies and60

summed up. It is worth noting that this is a diagnostic approach only. The
various models considered here actually use various subsets of the gases
considered here in their radiation schemes, and variably use or do not use
lumping to account for those gases not included in these schemes. How-
ever, in all cases COeq

2 is only marginally larger than CO2.65

– line 142: “and references therein": it would be useful to have here a synthesis
of the main differences between these models that could have an impact on the
results analysed in this paper.
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We now attempt to do this. However, this is a pretty big task so this discus-70

sion remains fairly superficial. However, we now add a discussion on the
sensitivity of age-of-air to the forcings studied here, which provides more
insights on the possible causes for the differences in behaviour.

– line 154: I would think that the comment here is somehow misleading. Even75

with prescribed or only partially interactive tropospheric composition there
is a response of ozone in the stratosphere to surface methane changes as for
instance is illustrated in Figure 1 for the CCSRNIES model. Therefore there
should be a response of the total-column ozone. Please clarify this paragraph.
That is correct. With prescribed ozone in the troposphere, a significant80

part of the response in total-column ozone is suppressed (and all of the
surface ozone response). This skews the comparison of the response with
the other models that have interactive tropospheric ozone. However, in re-
sponse to this comment we now show the total-column response also for
the two models in question, CCSRNIES-MIROC 3.2 and UMSLIMCAT.85

– line 161 equation 1: The text specifies line 171 that ∆CH4 is the global-mean
methane mixing ratio. Shouldn’t it rather be the global-mean surface methane
mixing ratio? Please specify similarly what is ∆N2O, ∆Cleq as you in partic-
ular indicate that Cleq is shifted by 4 years, and ∆COeq

2 .90

Indeed. In all cases, the forcing fields are as applied at the surface. We
have now replaced “global-mean” with “global surface mean”.

– line 207: “relatively pronounced negative feedback" is not so clear in Figure 1
for WACCM. Please modify the comment.95

We have now rephrased the whole paragraph; this formulation no longer
appears.

– line 238: “whereas CESM1-WACCM, NIWA-UKCA, and SOCOL3 produce
partly insignificant decreases in most regions": if the change appears in white100

in the figure, how can you conclude that it is a decrease or an increase? And
according to figure 4, CMAM has larger areas with non-significant results than
NIWA-UKCA. Please amend the comments in the text.
We have rephrased the paragraph in response to this comment.

105

– line 239: "In CMAM ...": I don’t agree with this statement: from 100 to 1 hPa
Figure 4 shows significant large decreases of ozone when N2O increases.
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This was meant to refer to the region above 1 hPa. This detail is now
added.

110

– In all figures with presentation of the NIWA-UKCA model please convert the
vertical coordinate from km to hPa. What you will then present will be a better
approximation then what readers would obtain doing it at glance in order to
compare the NIWA-UKCA results with the results of the other models.
In all affected plots, we have interpolated the NIWA-UKCA and ACCESS-115

CCM data to a 126-level pressure grid, for easier comparison.

– line 341: “reductions of sea ice cover": Please be explicit here or in the pre-
sentation of the models which models do not use a prescribed sea ice albedo.
We now include a comment on coupling. This does not have a direct effect120

on the sea-ice albedo because both coupled and uncoupled models would
take into account the albedo of shrinking sea ice.

My minor or technical comments are the following:

– line 25: “first phase of CCMI": add “(CCMI-1)"125

Done.

– line 57: “lower and middle atmosphere": please indicate a range of pressures.
Done.

– line 62: correct “to due" with “due to".
Done.130

– line 97: Please specify the scenario.
Done.

– line 112: “final section": Please speficy the section number.
Done.

– line 184: “multiple simulations"135

Done.

– line 278: Please explain the EESC acronym.
“EESC” was used in error. We have replaced this with “Cleq”.

– legend figure 7 and figure 8: Replace Cly by Cleq.
Done.140
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Response to reviewer 2

This paper outlines a series of CCMI simulations carried out by several chemistry-
climate models. The effects of CH4, N2O, equivalent Cl, and equivalent CO2 on O3

are presented in the profile, total column, and at the surface. The paper is clearly145

written but the repetitive organization and lack of new insights make it a slow read.
More significantly, there is little attempt to explain the underlying causes of model
differences presented. It is hypothesized in several places that different stratospheric
transport and dynamical responses between the models are the cause of most of the
differences. However, this is not diagnosed and the reader is left wondering what to150

conclude from this study (see below). An evaluation of the dynamical feedbacks be-
tween the models would help immensely. Some detailed exploration of the cause of
peculiar behaviour for some of the largest model outliers would also greatly help the
paper. Even some speculative remarks about the causes of specific outliers would
add value to the paper.155

I cannot recommend publication of this paper without at least some attempt to
explain the differences between the models.

We thank the reviewer for these thoughtful comments. The “repetitive orga-
nization” was deliberate; the idea is to apply the same methodology to the four160

different forcings. The purpose of the paper is partly to inform the model PIs
about how their models compare to others; hence the encyclopaedic approach.
Completely diagnosing where the differences in model behaviour come from is
beyond the scope of the paper. We are however now presenting an analysis of
how age-of-air responds to the different forcings. Age is a much easier diagnos-165

tic than ozone because it only responds to transport. For CH4 and Cleq, there
are some qualitative inconsistencies in the responses which require further in-
depth investigation.

General Comments170

As stated above the lack of an attempt to explain the discrepancies between the
models diminishes this paper. Given that representatives of all the modeling groups
are coauthors of the paper, they should diagnose some select outliers in the simula-
tions.175

In at least one case, this has happened. We now present a “fixed-CO2” sim-
ulation produced by CESM1-WACCM. In this model, the original analysis
had indicated that CESM1-WACCM does not exhibit decreasing tropical total-
column ozone in response to increasing COeq

2 . However, this analysis had been
based on the fGHG simulations, with the effects of changes in CH4 and N2O180

added on subsequently. The new simulation shows that CESM1-WACCM does
indeed decreasing TCO in the tropics in response to increasing CO2, but the
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response is weaker than in most other models. The discrepancy between the
two results points at a limitation of the linear analysis conducted here.

185

As the paper presently stands, one must conclude one (or more?) of the following
possibilities:

– Our chemical/dynamical understanding is incomplete (except in the middle
stratosphere).
Our impression is that it is more our understanding of dynamics, as re-190

flected in the model formulations, that is to blame. The relatively consis-
tent response e.g. to N2O and Cleq suggests that chemistry appears to be
relatively well understood and simulated consistently.

– These models include significant differences in their treatment of the chem-
istry, which induce different responses on ozone from the source gases.195

To some extent that may be the case, but fundamentally the consistent
response of ozone in the middle stratosphere, where ozone is dominated by
gas-phase chemistry, does confirm that chemistry appears to be relatively
consistent across the models. That would not be a surprise, given that
kinetics information is well established and available, as are methods to200

integrate the kinetics equations.

– There are errors in some of the models.
That cannot be ruled out, based on the new analysis of age-of-air. The
analysis shows qualitative differences in behaviour within the CCMI en-
semble that might indicate model formulation errors.205

– Dynamical variability is larger than the chemical effect of the source gas changes
on ozone.
Our analysis finds a lot of statistically significant signals, so we think dy-
namical variability is unlikely to blame here. Also the consistent responses
e.g. of the ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA models (two largely identical210

models producing different dynamical variations) suggest that dynamical
variability does not dominate the results, at least not in these cases.

– Differences in dynamical feedbacks are larger than the chemical signal on
ozone.
A more complete discussion of this is needed in the paper. The paper only215

mentions the last possibility with no analysis to support it. The relatively small
regions that are eliminated by being outside the 95% confidence interval sug-
gest that pure dynamical variability is not the cause of the differences (or at
least that such dynamical variability is auto-correlated on the timescale of a
few years or longer and thus is included in the forced response). This is a220

bit surprising and so I’m curious how you computed the significance regions.
Including an assessment of the dynamical feedbacks between the models is
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needed to support the assertion that these feedbacks are the likely cause of
the model differences. The differences in the chemistry could be isolated by
comparing results of simulations nudged to reanalysis output but this is likely225

beyond the scope of this paper unless such calculations exist in the CCMI
archive.
Qualitative and quantitative differences in dynamical feedbacks indeed
exist; there now is a new section highlighting this for the age-of-air diag-
nostic. Significance is calculated using a standard approach, see text. The230

trend calculation indeed assumes that the remainder ε in the regression
analysis (equation 1) consists of “white noise”, so autocorrelation can be
assumed 0. We have tested this assumption and have mostly found this to
be the case, with some notable exceptions which may point to limitations
in the linear regression conducted here. Unfortunately the nudged simula-235

tions in CCMI-1 (which do exist for some of the models) are of limited use
here because these simulations do not explore the sensitivities to long-lived
gaseous forcings, and also because they are too short (only covering 1980-
2010) and follow different scenarios. A comparison is of course possible,
but we agree this needs to be the subject of a separate study.240

Other Comments

1. It would be useful to include the profile plots in density units in the supplement
(i.e., convert to DU/km per source gas change or another similar unit). Then
one could clearly see where the column changes are coming from.
Done. We now include four such plots in the supplement.245

2. Include somewhere the formulas used to compute the significance values used
on the figures. This should include the assumptions made in arriving at the
formulas. This could be in a methods section, appendix, or supplement.
This is now spelt out in detail in the appendix.

3. Section 3.4: I wonder if it would be better to use CO2 directly instead of250

equivalent CO2 since CO2 dominates the radiative effects of these gases in
the stratosphere (as you note in lines 94-107).
We have tried this alternative and generally find no substantial difference.
We maintain that COe

2 is a more useful measure to use here because the
SEN-C2-fGHG experiment is defined in terms of keeping all non-ODS255

GHGs constant, not just CO2. Therefore COe
2 reflects more accurately

what that does to radiative forcing. This is of course still a simplification
because various subsets of the gases making up the RCP scenarios are ac-
tually considered in the models’ radiation schemes, and also models use or
do not use lumping to account for gases not modelled explicitly. The im-260

pact of these considerations on the results presented here is small, though.
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Abstract. Ozone fields simulated for the first phase of the Chemistry-Climate Model Initiative

(CCMI-1) will be used as forcing data in the 6th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project. Here we

assess, using reference and sensitivity simulations produced for CCMI-1, the suitability of CCMI-1

model results for this process, investigating the degree of consistency amongst models regarding265

their responses to variations in individual forcings. We consider the influences of methane, nitrous

oxide, a combination of chlorinated or brominated ozone-depleting substances, and a combination

of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. We find varying degrees of consistency in the models’

responses in ozone to these individual forcings, including some considerable disagreement. In partic-

ular, the response of total-column ozone to these forcings is less consistent across the multi-model270

ensemble than profile comparisons. The likely cause of this is lower-stratospheric transport and

dynamical responses exhibiting substantial inter-model differences.We analyze how stratospheric

age-of-air, a commonly used diagnostic of stratospheric transport, responds to the forcings. For

this diagnostic we find some salient differences in model behaviour which may explain some of

the findings for ozone. The findings imply that the ozone fields derived from CCMI-1 are subject275

to considerable uncertainties regarding the impacts of these anthropogenic forcings. We offer some

thoughts on how to best approach the problem of generating a consensus ozone database from

a multi-model ensemble such as CCMI-1.

1 Introduction

The Chemistry-Climate Model Initiative (CCMI), in its first phase, has produced an unprecedented280

wealth of simulations by 20 chemistry-climate and chemistry-transport models (Eyring et al., 2013).

All of them comprise interactive chemistry schemes focussed on the simulation of stratospheric

and/or tropospheric ozone, but there are significant differences in their formulations that affect chem-

istry as well as many other aspects (Morgenstern et al., 2017). One purpose of CCMI-1 is to inform

the upcoming 6th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6; Eyring et al., 2016), and par-285

ticularly to provide pre-calculated ozone climatologies to those CMIP6 General Circulation Models

(GCMs) that do not simulate ozone interactively. This is complicated by significant inter-model dif-

ferences amongst the CCMI-1 models as well as the fact that CMIP6 will explore a variety of Shared

Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs; Riahi et al., 2016) that expand on the Representative Concentra-

tion Pathways (RCPs; Meinshausen et al., 2011) forming the basis of CMIP5 and CCMI-1. Hence290

there is a requirement for a robust mechanism to turn the CCMI-1 ozone fields into merged clima-

tologies that are consistent with those SSPs. The feasibility of this processing step hinges upon the

degree of consistency with which the CCMI-1 models respond to variations in forcing fields; this is

the topic of the present paper. More generally, the presence of targeted sensitivity simulations in the

CCMI-1 ensemble allows us to study in detail the model responses to forcings by individual gases,295

which are of significant scientific interest irrespectively of applications in CMIP6.
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Here we only assess the model responses to long-lived gas forcings. Regarding short-lived climate

agents, there are large inter-model differences in the representation of tropospheric ozone chemistry

(Morgenstern et al., 2017) as well as spatially very heterogeneous emissions of ozone precursors.

Due to these additional complexities, comprehensively assessing the consistency of the simulation300

of tropospheric ozone in CCMI-1 models needs to be the topic of a separate paper. Notwithstanding

this, large-scale global climate and composition change can influence surface ozone through in-

situ chemistry, long-range transport, stratosphere-troposphere exchange, changes in temperature and

humidity, and radiative transfer.

We consider separately the influences of the following four different anthropogenic forcings on305

ozone (O3): methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone-depleting substances (ODSs, comprising

chlorofluorocarbons, other organic chlorine compounds, methyl bromide, halons, and other organic

bromine compounds), grouped together as "equivalent chlorine" (Cleq), and a group of greenhouse

gases (GHGs) comprising CO2 and fluorinated compounds (hydrofluorocarbons, HFCs, perfluoro-

carbons, PFCs, and sulfur hexafluoride, SF6) that do not act as ODSs. These gases are grouped310

together here as “CO2-equivalent” (COe
2) using the ratios of their “radiative efficiencies” to that

of CO2 (table 2.14 of IPCC, 2007) as conversion factors. All of these influences have been studied

before (see below), but not all of them in a multi-model context. In all cases these forcings have both

direct radiative (as GHGs) and chemical impacts. For the RCPs, the combined radiative impacts of

GHGs can be summarized as warming the troposphere and cooling the stratosphere, with associated315

dynamical consequences, but the chemical impacts are more complicated and also induce secondary

effects such as perturbations to stratospheric water vapour and ozone which themselves link to dy-

namics. This complexity opens up the potential for differences in model behaviour, the topic of this

paper.

Several previous studies have investigated the linkages between CH4 and O3 (e.g., Stevenson320

et al., 2000; Prather et al., 2001; Revell et al., 2012a; Morgenstern et al., 2013; Naik et al., 2013;

Voulgarakis et al., 2013). Generally, these studies have found that methane increases lead to ozone

increases in most of the lower and middle atmosphere (below 1 hPa) which amplify the global

warming associated with methane. These increases are associated with a few different mechanisms,

including methane’s role as an ozone precursor in the troposphere and a slow-down of chlorine-325

catalyzed ozone depletion by Cl + CH4→HCl. Since IPCC (2007), this link between CH4 and

O3 has been accounted for by stating an effective global warming potential for CH4 that takes into

account those chemical feedbacks, also todue to stratospheric water vapour production by methane

oxidation. We will assess here the consistency to which the methane-ozone link is simulated in

CCMI-1 models.330

The impact of N2O on O3 is thought to be well understood (e.g., Portmann et al., 2012; Revell

et al., 2012b; Stolarski et al., 2015). N2O is generally chemically inactive in the troposphere. In the

stratosphere it decays to form nitrogen oxides (NOx=NO + NO2) in a minor loss channel. NOx
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then participates in catalytic ozone depletion (Brasseur et al., 1999). It is the third most important

anthropogenic greenhouse gas after CO2 and CH4 (IPCC, 2007) and is now the leading ODS by335

emissions (Ravishankara et al., 2009).

The impact of organic halogens on stratospheric ozone is likewise well understood (for a review

see Solomon, 1999). Essentially, these gases rise into the stratosphere where they release their halo-

gen atoms which then engage in ozone depletion. This is particularly pronounced in the polar regions

where chlorine is “activated” on polar stratospheric clouds, causing the Antarctic ozone hole to form340

(Farman et al., 1985) and also causing usually less severe but highly variable ozone depletion in the

Arctic. This means their chemical impacts occur mostly in the “chlorine layer” around 40 km and

in the lower stratosphere over the poles (Brasseur et al., 1999). However, through dynamical feed-

backs, transport, and impacts on ultraviolet and longwave radiation such ozone depletion affects at-

mospheric composition throughout the troposphere and stratosphere (Madronich and Granier, 1992;345

Madronich, 1993; Fuglestvedt et al., 1994, 1995; Morgenstern et al., 2013). Southern-Hemisphere

climate change is thought to have been dominated in recent decades by ozone depletion (for a re-

view see Thompson et al., 2011), but there is limited evidence for an effect of Arctic ozone depletion

on the Northern-Hemisphere circulation (Morgenstern et al., 2010). Under the Montreal Protocol,

halogen-catalyzed ozone depletion is anticipated to reverse (WMO, 2014); a recovery of the Antarc-350

tic ozone hole is now unambiguously identified in observations (Solomon et al., 2016).

For analysis purposes, the ODSs are combined into a single index, equivalent chlorine (Cleq),

which is the sum of all chlorinated and brominated organic compounds as imposed at the Earth’

surface, weighted by the number of halogen atoms per molecule and multiplied by 60 for brominated

compounds (Newman et al., 2007). Cleq excludes here di- and tribromomethane (CH2Br2, CHBr3)355

which significantly impact stratospheric ozone levels (Oman et al., 2016). They are imposed as

invariant constants (Morgenstern et al., 2017) and hence are thought not to contribute to any trends.

Cleq is shifted by 4 years relative to the A1 scenario (WMO, 2014) to better represent the time

it takes for the turn-around in halogens caused by the implementation of the Montreal Protocol to

propagate to middle and high latitudes of the stratosphere.360

Finally, the gases grouped as COe
2, comprising CO2, hydrogenated fluorocarbons (HFCs), perflu-

orocarbons (PFCs), and SF6, are not thought to have a significant direct chemical impact on ozone,

but as greenhouse gases have substantial impacts on temperature, humidity, and circulation, which

in turn affect ozone (IPCC, 2013). Under the REF-C2 scenario assumed here (which merges RCP

6.0 for non-ODSs with the WMO (2011) A1 scenario for ODSs), the fluorinated gases do not365

contribute much to global warming, i.e. the reference simulations described below assume moderate

emissions of them (Meinshausen et al., 2011). CO2, the leading gas in this group, undergoes roughly

a doubling between 1960 and 2100 in this scenario. Morgenstern et al. (2017) show graphs of all the

long-lived forcings used here. While these gases, for the purposes of this paper, are combined into

one measure (COe
2), their actual treatment varies by model, with some models considering or not370
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considering certain minor GHGs in their radiation schemes (Morgenstern et al., 2017). Some others

use lumping which in itself has certain limitations. For example, increases in CO2 are cooling the

stratosphere whereas increases in HFCs would warm it (Hurwitz et al., 2015), meaning that CO2 is

not a perfect analogue for HFCs in our model simulations. However, simulations that would target

separately the impacts of HFCs do not exist in the CCMI-1 ensemble.375

In this paper, we assess the degree of consistency found across the CCMI-1 ensemble w.r.t. the

impact of these forcings on ozone. We will do so by using sensitivity simulations performed for

CCMI-1. One limitation of this approach is that it does not account for nonlinear interactions be-

tween the forcings (e.g., stratospheric cooling caused by CO2 slows down gas-phase ozone depletion

Portmann et al., 2012; Dhomse et al., 2016). We will address this further in the finalsection 7.380

2 Models and data

2.1 Experiments used in this paper

Here we use simulations performed under the following experiments as requested for CCMI-1. The

simulations generally cover 1960-2100 unless stated otherwise (Eyring et al., 2013; Morgenstern

et al., 2017):385

– REF-C2: In this experiment, GHGs, CH4, and N2O follow the RCP 6.0 scenario (Mein-

shausen et al., 2011), and ODSs follow the A1 scenario of WMO (2014).

– SEN-C2-fCH4: Same as REF-C2, except CH4 is held fixed at its 1960 value (Hegglin et al.,

2016).

– SEN-C2-fN2O: Same as REF-C2, except N2O is held fixed at its 1960 value (Hegglin et al.,390

2016).

– SEN-C2-fODS: Same as REF-C2, except all chlorinated and brominated ODSs are held at

their 1960 values.

– SEN-C2-fGHG: Same as REF-C2, except CO2, CH4, N2O, and other non-ozone depleting

GHGs are held at their 1960 values.395

– SEN-C2-RCP26/45/85: Same as REF-C2, except the GHGs, CH4 and N2O follow the RCP

2.6, 4.5, or 8.5 scenarios (Meinshausen et al., 2011). These simulations cover 2000-2100.

SEN-C2-fCH4, SEN-C2-fN2O, SEN-C2-fODS, and SEN-C2-fGHG simulations address the sen-

sitivities to individual forcings, whereas the SEN-C2-RCP85 experiments assess the impacts of the

variant RCP scenarios that can be seen as simultaneous variations of multiple forcings relative to the400

reference simulation. For example, we use RCP 8.5 here because it is characterized by the largest

anthropogenic forcings. In particular, CH4 growth is much more pronounced than in REF-C2 / RCP

6.0 (Meinshausen et al., 2011).
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2.2 Models used in the paper

We use CCMI-1 model simulations for which ozone has been archived for REF-C2 and any of405

the other 4 sensitivity experiments. For the assessment of the influences of GHGs, we require sim-

ulations covering REF-C2, SEN-C2-fGHG, SEN-C2-fCH4, and SEN-C2-fN2O (see below). Ta-

ble 1 lists the models and the number of simulations used for the sensitivity analysis in section

3. UMSLIMCAT also conducted the SEN-C2-fGHG and SEN-C2-RCP85 experiments,ACCESS-

Table 1: Models used in this paper, with associated ensemble sizes of CCMI-1 simulations con-

ducted.

Model reference REF-C2 fCH4 fN2O fODS fGHG RCP26 RCP45 RCP85

ACCESS-CCM Stone et al. (2016) 2 2

CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 Akiyoshi et al. (2016) 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CESM1-WACCM Garcia et al. (2017) 3 1 1 3 3 1 3

CHASER-MIROC-ESM Sekiya and Sudo (2014) 1 1 1 1 1

CMAM Scinocca et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

GEOSCCM Oman et al. (2013) 1 1 1

NIWA-UKCA Morgenstern et al. (2009) 5 1 1 2 3

SOCOL3 Stenke et al. (2013) 1 1 1

ULAQ-CCM Pitari et al. (2014) 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

UMSLIMCAT Tian and Chipperfield (2005) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CCM also conducted two SEN-C2-fGHG simulations, but because of the missing SEN-C2-fCH4410

and and SEN-C2-fN2O simulations, these will not be considered here.

These seventen models are described by Morgenstern et al. (2017) and references therein. Ex-

cept for ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA, they all use hybrid-pressure (or actual pressure, in the

case of ULAQ-CCM) as their vertical coordinate. ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA use hybrid-

height levels. Apart from differences in coupling (ACCESS-CCM is an atmosphere-only model,415

whereas NIWA-UKCA includes a deep ocean), these two models are identical. In the follow-

ing, where we display vertically resolved results from these two models, these will be based

on fields interpolated onto a 126-level grid, equally spaced in logp and spanning 1000 to 0.01

hPa. The underlying pressure climatology is taken from a NIWA-UKCA REF-C2 simulation.

Except for UMSLIMCAT, we start out with zonally resolved ozone on model levels for this analysis.420

UMSLIMCAT data come on 31 pressure levels extending to 0.1 hPa.

The CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 simulations were conducted on two different computers (REF-C2

(1), SEN-C2-fODS, SEN-C2-fGHG, and SEN-C2-RCP85 on an NEC SX9 machine, and REF-C2

(2), SEN-C2-fCH4, and SEN-C2-fN2O on an NEC SX-ACE). This resulted in some differences

between the two REF-C2 simulations. We have therefore repeated all calculations detailed below425
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now assuming that the CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 simulations represent two different models. The re-

sults are essentially unchanged versus what is presented here. Hence for the purposes of this paper,

CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 is treated as one model.

UMSLIMCAT and CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 have prescribed or only partially interactive tropo-

spheric composition (Morgenstern et al., 2017) and are hence ignored in the analysis of tropospheric430

features such as the response of total-column ozone to methane changes, and in any assessments

of surface ozone. This affects the sensitivity of total-column to the external forcings considered

here.

There are numerous differences in the formulations of the models that influence how they

respond to external forcings. Stratospheric gas-phase chemistry is handled relatively consis-435

tently by the models. For example, their chemistry schemes all include ozone depletion by the

HOx, NOx, ClOx, and BrOx loss cycles, with rates taken from compilations such as Sander

et al. (2011). Differences exist in the treatment of heterogeneous chemistry on polar strato-

spheric clouds. Also photolysis is handled in various different ways by the models, and there

are differences in dynamics that also impact on how these models respond to external forcings440

(Morgenstern et al., 2017). We will present a limited analysis of how stratospheric age-of-air,

a salient diagnostic often used to characterize stratospheric transport, relates to the responses

in ozone produced by the models. A comprehensive analysis of which aspects of the models’

formulation is responsible for differences in behaviour is however beyond the scope of this

paper.445

2.2.1 Method of analysis

We form zonally averaged ozone on model levels as represented by the CCMI-1 models. Next, we

perform a first-order Taylorlinear expansion around the reference case defined by REF-C2. This

means

∆O3 = a∆CH4 + b∆N2O + c∆Cleq + d∆COe
2 + ε. (1)450

Here, ∆O3 is the difference in zonal-mean simulated ozone between two different scenarios,

∆CH4 and ∆N2O are the differences in surface methane and nitrous oxide, respectively, and ∆COe
2

and ∆Cleq are the differences in surface carbon dioxide-equivalent and equivalent chlorine as de-

fined above.

a, b, c, and d are determined using least-squares linear regression. Functions of latitude, level, and455

month of the year, they minimize the residual ε. For example, to determine a we use the difference

in the zonal-mean ozone fields from REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fCH4:

∆O3 = a∆CH4 + ε (2)

and determine a by regressing, at every latitude, model level, and month, the 140- or 141-year

timeseries of ∆O3 against the same-length timeseries of ∆CH4, which is the global-mean surface460
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methane mixing ratio as defined under RCP 6.0 minus its value in 1960. Equivalent analyses yield

b, using REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fN2O, and c, using REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fODS. The SEN-C2-fGHG

simulation keeps all GHGs including CH4 and N2O, but excluding ODSs, fixed at their 1960s levels.

To account for the effects of fixing CH4 and N2O, we form a modified ozone field

O′3 = O3(SEN-C2-fGHG) + a∆CH4 + b∆N2O (3)465

which is derived from the ozone field produced by the SEN-C2-fGHG experiment, O3(SEN-C2-

fGHG), but with the impacts of differences in CH4 and N2O added. We then use the difference

∆O3 = O3(REF-C2)−O′3 in our regression analysis as before to determine d.

In this formulation, the forcings (except Cleq) are as imposed at the surface, so transport-related

delays are not accounted for. Such delays primarily result from the time it takes for a long-lived470

tracer, emitted at the surface, to reach the stratosphere. For the forcings other than Cleq this is not

critical as their tendencies are only slowly varying, i.e. they do not display the sharp turn-around

characterizing Cleq.

In cases where multiple simulations are available for a given scenario and model, the ensemble

average is used in the analysis.475

In the below, we only display the coefficients a, b, c, or d where these are significantly (at the

95% confidence level) different from 0. Details on this process are in the appendix.

3 Results

3.1 Sensitivity of ozone to methane

Figure 1 shows the sensitivity of zonal-mean ozone with respect to changes in CH4 (i.e., a) as de-480

rived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fCH4 experiments. SixNine models have conducted both ex-

periments. The models agree on some general features of the signal, namely an increase of ozone

in much of the lower and middle atmosphere, and a decrease in the mesosphere. In the middle

and upper stratosphere, in all models there is a region where CH4 increases cause ozone increases

by around 10% to 40% of the increase of the prescribed surface methane mixing ratio. This may485

be because of the CH4 + Cl→HCl reaction which returns chlorine to HCl not involved in ozone

depletion. Higher up, above the stratopause at approximately 1 hPa, methane increases cause ozone

to decline, due to increases in HOx related ozone depletion under increasing methane (Morgenstern

et al., 2013, and references therein). There is considerable uncertainty regarding the size of this

feedback. CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2and, CMAM, and GEOSCCM simulate extensive regions where490

seasonally or in all seasons the ozone decline exceeds 10% of the methane difference, whereas in

ULAQ-CCM this effect is generally smaller than 5%. In the tropical upper-troposphere/lower strato-

sphere (UTLS) region, most of the models simulate a negative feedback for at least some months,

i.e. methane increases cause a decrease in ozone, but the size and spatial extent of this effect is
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highly uncertain, with NIWA-UKCA producing ozone decreases of 10-20% of the methane differ-495

ence. In most of the other models, there are some decreases, but the trends are insignificant in parts

of the latitude-pressure domain at the 95% confidence level, peaking at less than 10% of the applied

methane increase in CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, GEOSCCM, SOCOL3 , and UM-

SLIMCAT. CMAM exhibits no significant influence of methane on ozone in this region, and

ULAQ-CCM even produces some significant increases.500

The equivalent analysis for zonal-mean total-column ozone (TCO; figure 2) indicates that indeed

CH4 increases generally cause a TCO increase almost everywhere (apart from over the South Pole in

the ULAQ-CCM). The weak responses in TCO by UMSLIMCAT and CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2

are as expected, considering the simplified treatment of tropospheric ozone in both mod-

els mentioned above. Figure S1 shows the response of ozone to methane changes, expressed505

in terms of ozone concentrations. From this figure, it is clear that apart from CCSRNIES-

MIROC3.2 (and UMSLIMCAT, not shown) in all models the tropospheric response is a sub-

stantial albeit quite model-dependent fraction of the total-column response. In the tropics,

the increase in TCO in response to CH4 increases is smaller in CESM1-WACCM, CHASER-

MIROC-ESM, and NIWA-UKCA than in the other models, which is in agreement with the relatively510

pronounced negative feedback in the UTLS region found above for both models, which for the TCO

offsets the ozone increases higher up at other altitudes. CESM1-WACCM, CHASER-MIROC-

ESM, GEOSCCM, and NIWA-UKCA also have larger TCO increases during winter/spring over

the Arctic than the other models. This anticorrelation of trends in the two regions may be indica-

tive of differences in the strength of the response of stratospheric overturning in these models,515

the subject of section 4.

Figure 3 shows the zonal-mean sensitivity a at the surface as a function of month of the year and

latitude. The fiveseven models exhibit some common features but also some considerable qualita-

tive and quantitative differences in their responses to methane increases. Commonalities include

that methane increases cause statistically significant ozone increases everywhere. This is as ex-520

pected, given the role of methane as an ozone precursor. In all fiveseven models, the increase

maximizes in northern mid-latitudes, but the seasonality of this feature varies by model. There is

a secondary maximum in the Southern-Hemisphere winter. In threefour of the models (CESM1-

WACCM, CMAM, GEOSCCM, NIWA-UKCA) the response minimizes at the South Pole during

summer. BothCHASER-MIROC-ESM, SOCOL3, and ULAQ-CCM have a very small seasonal525

cycle of this feature over the South Pole. In CESM1-WACCM, there are three distinct minima in the

response of ozone to methane increases, located at around 65◦S in January, in the tropics throughout

the year, and in the Arctic from June to September.

Differences that divide these results are partly about magnitude of the signal (NIWA-UKCA sim-

ulations show the smallest sensitivity of surface ozone to methane increases, followed roughly530

in order by CHASER-MIROC-ESM, CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, SOCOL3, GEOSCCM, and
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ULAQ-CCM). Also details of the annual cycle differ. For example, CESM1-WACCM, CMAM,

and SOCOL3 produce a minimum over the Arctic in summer; there is no sign of this occurring in

CHASER-MIROC-ESM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM. The relatively strong response of SO-

COL3 surface ozone to CH4 increases may be related to a general overestimation of tropospheric535

ozone in the Northern Hemisphere by that model (Revell et al., 2015).

3.2 Sensitivity of ozone to nitrous oxide

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity to zonal-mean N2O changes (b) as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-

C2-fN2O experiments. The same sixnine models as discussed in section 3.1 also conducted SEN-

C2-fN2O. The sensitivity to N2O increases is more coherently simulated by the models than that to540

CH4, with the models largely agreeing on the main features. In the upper stratosphere, N2O increases

cause a decrease in O3 of about 5 to 910 times the increase in N2O, peaking in all seasons in the

tropics. Above 1 hPa, there is disagreement on the sign of the ozone response, with CCSRNIES-

MIROC3.2 and ULAQ-CCM producing mostly increasing ozone for increases in N2O, whereas

in CESM1-WACCM, GEOSCCM, NIWA-UKCA, SOCOL3 , and UMSLIMCAT, the decreases545

dominate the increases in spatial extent.produce partly insignificant decreases in most regions,

but also, in the case of CESM1-WACCM, some increases. In CMAM, the co-variance of ozone with

surface N2O appears to be insignificant almost everywhere above 1 hPa. In the lower stratosphere,

all models produce some increases in ozone for increases in N2O. This may be the result of a self-

healing process, whereby ozone depletion higher up caused by increased N2O allows more UV light550

to penetrate to this level, producing more ozone there. The meridional extent and magnitude of the

ozone increase vary by model. In CESM1-WACCM, CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CHASER-MIROC-

ESM, GEOSCCM, NIWA-UKCA, SOCOL3, and UMSLIMCAT, the ozone increase covers the

whole or almost the whole latitude range, whereas in CMAM and ULAQ-CCM the belt does not

consistently extend to the poles. In CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, this feature is weaker than in the other555

models and partially insignificant.

Like for methane, the response of TCO to N2O changes is highly model-dependent (figure 5).

(Figure S7 gives the concentration-weighted ozone responses that visualize height-dependent

contributions to the TCO changes.) Best agreement in the TCO response across the sixnine-

models ensemble is achieved in the tropics, where all models find decreases in TCO for increases in560

N2O ranging around −0.075 to −0.05 DU/ppbv in CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 to roughly −0.03 Dob-

son Units (DU)/ppbv in GEOSCCM, NIWA-UKCA, SOCOL3, and ULAQ-CCM. In the northern

extratropics, several of the models agree on the phasing of the annual cycle, with TCO decreases

maximizing in late winter/spring and minimizing in late summer. In the southern extratropics, a sim-

ilar seasonality is evident. SOCOL3 exhibits significant increases under N2O increases over Antarc-565

tica in spring (the result of large increases in ozone in the lowermost stratosphere and UTLS,

figure S2), and NIWA-UKCA has relatively weak decreases and some seasonal increases under N2O
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increases, particularly in the Arctic in summer. Both are associated with anomalously large increases

in the lower stratosphere evident in figures 4 and S2, suggesting that dynamical/chemical feedbacks

in the lower stratosphere overcompensate for the additional chemical depletion that all models show570

in the middle stratosphere. Even for this forcing, to which the models simulate a generally con-

sistent response in the middle stratosphere, the extratropical TCO response remains quantitatively

uncertain.

Figure 6 shows b evaluated at the surface. Generally, as N2O is chemically inert in the troposphere,

foursix of the models show large areas of insignificant covariance between N2O and surface O3, par-575

ticularly in the extratropics. As for significant features, the same foursix models agree on a decrease

in ozone in the tropics, also extending into northern midlatitudes in summer, of −0.002 to −0.004

times the increase in N2O, and an increase of ozone by roughly 0.002 times the increase in N2O in

southern mid-latitudes during winter. In CESM1-WACCM, this feature in more pronounced, cover-

ing much of the southern extratropics, and is significant year-round. The feature is insignificant in580

CMAM. ULAQ-CCM, by contrast, shows significant increases in surface ozone almost everywhere

for an increase in N2O, peaking in northern midlatitudes, i.e. it is in disagreement with the other

models regarding both magnitude and shape of the annual cycle of b.

3.3 Sensitivity of ozone to equivalent chlorine

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of zonal-mean ozone to changes in Cleq (section 1), as derived from585

the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fODS experiments. SixEight models have conducted both of these exper-

iments. In the upper stratosphere, there is a significant decrease in ozone by up to 300 to 1000 times

the Cleq increase. This is consistently simulated by all models, and is the consequence of global

halogen-catalyzed ozone depletion maximizing at around 40 km1 to 10 hPa. Higher up, above ap-

proximately 1 hPa, the models simulate mostly a decrease of 0 to 50 times the EESCCleq increase.590

There also are consistent decreases in ozone in the lower stratosphere / tropopause region of the

southern high latitudes during spring and summer, associated with the Antarctic ozone hole. In Jan-

uary, in what is likely a dynamical feedback, there is an increase in ozone (for an increase in ODSs)

between about 50 and 10 hPa/ 25-32 km. In CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, CHASER-

MIROC-ESM, CMAM, and UMSLIMCAT, Antarctic October polar ozone depletion occupies the595

entire lower stratosphere, between ∼ 200 and 10 hPa, with ozone loss reaching 1000 times the dif-

ference in Cleq .

Regarding the response of the TCO to Cleq changes, the models uniformly exhibit decreases in

TCO for an increase in Cleq (figure 8). In the tropics, there is reasonable agreement regarding the size

of the effect. In the extratropics, there is some quantitative disagreement. Best agreement is found600

over the Antarctic in spring, where most models in October agree to within ±10 DU/ppbv(Cleq)

with each other. This general agreement may be the result of a long-term focus on this region for the

impact of ozone depletion. By contrast, in the Arctic significant quantitative differences are apparent
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regarding this effect, also evident in figure S3. In all models except ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-

UKCA, the reduction of TCO in the Arctic is significantly weaker than in the Antarctic.605

As for surface ozone, there is little agreement as to the impacts of this stratospheric ozone de-

pletion (figure 9). In ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA, there is a widespread decrease in sur-

face ozone associated with stratospheric ozone depletion, with maxima in both mid-latitude regions

during autumn. The southern one is larger, reaching the size of the difference in Cleq. The near-

symmetry between the two hemispheres is in agreement with the pronouced Arctic ozone depletion610

produced by ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA (figure 7). CESM1-WACCM and CMAM pro-

duce a Southern-Hemisphere maximum of similar magnitude, but CMAM produces a secondary

maximum over the South Pole in austral spring, and the response in the Northern Hemisphere in

both models is much smaller than in ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA. CHASER-MIROC-ESM

shows a much weaker response to Cleq and also only minor asymmetries between the hemi-615

spheres. ULAQ-CCM disagrees with the other threefive models in that in the Northern Hemisphere

and the tropics, ozone mostly increases under increases of Cleq. In the southern extratropics, this

model largely produces decreases but the effect maximizes in austral summer, i.e. the seasonality

disagrees with the other threefive models.

It is noteworthy that threefour of the foursix models display their peak response of surface ozone620

to stratospheric ozone depletion in austral autumn, approximately 6 months after the onset of the

Antarctic ozone hole.

3.4 Sensitivity of ozone to GHGs

Here we assess the sensitivity of ozone to increases in COe
2 (section 1). Increases in COe

2 cause

increases of ozone peaking between roughly 10 and 1 hPa; these increases are of similar magni-625

tude in all models (figure 10). They also cause decreases in ozone in the tropical and subtropical

lower stratosphere; again there largely is agreement about the magnitude of this effect. Both the

decrease and the increase may be aspects of an upward displacement and associated acceleration of

the Brewer-Dobson Circulation (Butchart, 2014; Oberländer-Hayn et al., 2016, ; section 4). Also

stratospheric cooling, through its impact on ozone-depleting chemical cycles, leads to an increase630

in stratospheric ozone. In the mesosphere, there is quantitative disagreement regarding the impact

of increases in COe
2. CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, ULAQ-CCM, and UMSLIMCAT exhibit mostly

or generally increases, whereas in NIWA-UKCA and CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 increases cause ozone

to decline. The models also generally agree on a region of ozone decrease in the tropical and sub-

tropical lower stratosphere which reaches −0.5× 10−3 to −2× 10−3 times the increase in the COe
2635

VMR.

Regarding the TCO response to COe
2 increases (figure 11), there is reasonable agreement across

the models.In all models, there is significant cancellation in the tropics between decreases in

ozone in the lower stratosphere with increases in the middle and upper stratosphere and (for
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some models) in the troposphere (figure S4). In five of the models (CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2,640

CHASER-MIROC-ESM, CMAM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ) this tropical TCO decreases un-

der increasing COe
2 (Eyring et al., 2010), whereas in two (CESM1-WACCM, UMSLIMCAT) it

increases. except CESM1-WACCM and UMSLIMCAT as to the general impact, namely a decrease

in TCO in the tropics, maximizing in boreal winter/spring, and mostly increases in the extratropics.

In CESM1-WACCM, the relatively small indecreases in O3 in the tropical lower stratosphere (figure645

10) are outweighed by deincreases in the troposphere and middle/upper stratosphere, meaning this

model does not exhibit tropical TCO decreases under increasing COe
2, unlike the other models. In

order to assess whether for CESM1-WACCM the finding is the result of the linear analysis con-

ducted here, whose limitation is that nonlinear interactions between increases of COe
2, N2O,

and CH4 are ignored, we analyze here a simulation using CESM1-WACCM in which is iden-650

tical to the REF-C2 simulations except that CO2 is held fixed at 1960 levels. In this simulation,

actually we find that CESM1-WACCM does produce a small decrease of tropical TCO for in-

creasing CO2 in much of the tropics, much of the time (figure 12). This decrease is still smaller

than in most other models, but the finding does indicate that the tropical ozone feedback is

subject to substantial nonlinear coupling between the forcings which we cannot fully diagnose655

here. Also UMSLIMCAT produces increases of tropical TCO for increasing COe
2; we attribute

this partly to the prescribed tropospheric ozone in this model. Cancellations of ozone trends at

different altitudes also happen in the other models, so tropical TCO trends constitute a small residual.

Therefore the fact that CESM1-WACCM does not produce negative trends there has to be seen as

a quantitative not a qualitative disagreement. Increases in the Northern Hemisphereextratropics660

during boreal winter and spring are consistent across the fiveseven models; they exceed those in

the South. There is no agreement regarding the seasonality of the effect in the southern extratrop-

ics. CHASER-MIROC-ESM, CMAM, and UMSLIMCAT produce some significant decreases in

TCO in response to COe
2 increases over the South Pole in austral winter and/or spring; the other

models do not simulate this feature.665

As for surface ozone, CMAM, CHASER-MIROC-ESM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM mostly

produce decreases of surface ozone for an increase in COe
2, but also some increases at northern

high latitudes during autumn, winter, and spring (figure 13). CESM1-WACCM produces smaller

changes in ozone under climate change; they are negative (0 to −5 ppbv/ppmv) in the tropics and

in the SH during summer, also in the Arctic from late spring to autumn and positive (0 to 5670

ppbv/ppmv) at other times and seasons. In ULAQ-CCM, this increases are is restricted to late

winter and springin the Arctic and to October in the Antarctic. While the models agree about

decreases in ozone in the tropics and mid-latitudes, there is disagreement about the magnitude,

with decreases in CESM1-WACCM and NIWA-UKCA smaller than in the other models. CESM1-

WACCM, CHASER-MIROC-ESM, and NIWA-UKCA simulate significantrelatively large ozone675

decreases over the Arctic in summer. Thisese may be the result of reductions of sea ice cover and
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associated decreased tropospheric ozone formation in an ice-albedo feedback on photochemistry

(Voulgarakis et al., 2009). Note that three of the model used here (CESM1-WACCM, CHASER-

MIROC-ESM, and NIWA-UKCA) are coupled atmosphere-ocean models, but this has no di-

rect bearing on this ice-albedo feedback because the other models use prescribed ocean-surface680

fields that also have sea ice generally decreasing in spatial extent as global warming progresses

(Morgenstern et al., 2017).

4 What is causing the differences in the responses of ozone?

In the previous sections, we have shown that the responses of total-column, lower-stratospheric,

and surface ozone to the anthropogenic forcings studied here vary considerably by model. By685

contrast, in the middle and upper stratosphere, we find a more consistent response. This in-

dicates that broadly speaking, gas-phase chemistry schemes appear to be relatively consistent

across the model ensemble studied here, but dynamical feedbacks (that influence the responses

in the lower-stratosphere) are not. In this context we assess how stratospheric age of air (AOA)

responds to these forcings (for a review of AOA see Waugh and Hall, 2002). AOA is the average690

time it takes an air parcel to travel from the troposphere to any given location in the strato-

sphere. It is a measure of the strength of the Brewer-Dobson Circulation (BDC). Essentially, we

explore the hypothesis that differences in the response of the BDC to anthropogenic forcings

are behind some of the differences in the response of ozone to these forcings. Hence we repeat

the analysis formulated in section 2.2.1 but now replacing ozone with AOA. Of the ten mod-695

els considered here, six have produced sufficient output for this, i.e. AOA from the REF-C2

and at least one of the sensitivity simulations. These models are ACCESS-CCM, CCSRNIES-

MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM. Of these models,

ACCESS-CCM, CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CMAM, and ULAQ-CCM use prescribed sea sur-

face forcing, with identical forcing used for REF-C2 and the SEN-C2 simulations. This re-700

stricts the climate response particularly in the troposphere to the variant forcings explored in

the SEN-C2 simulations.

In summary, we find the following: (The figures discussed here are in the supplement.)

– Increases of N2O in REF-C2 produce mostly insignificant differences in AOA in all five

models considered here, versus the corresponding SEN-C2-fN2O simulations (figure S5).705

This suggests that the impact of N2O changes on ozone is caused mostly directly by

chemistry, with only a minor role for dynamical feedbacks. Speculatively, such a minor

role for dynamics might be the result of a cancellation of the impacts on stratospheric

dynamics of the radiative forcing exerted by N2O increases with those due to ozone

depletion associated with such increases. Such a cancellation would mean that dynami-710

cal feedbacks do not interfere much with the relatively good agreement in the chemical
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model responses to N2O increases discussed in section 3.2, which results from the sim-

ilar gas-phase chemistry schemes employed by the models. However, the CMAM SEN-

C2-fN2O did not use the reduced N2O in the radiation scheme (for radiation, N2O in

this model follows the same scenario as in REF-C2). CMAM still exhibits a near-zero715

impact of reduced N2O on AOA, suggesting that this mechanism may not hold for all

models.

– Increases in CH4 lead to significant reductions in AOA above roughly 100 hPa in CESM1-

WACCM and NIWA-UKCA, weaker or insignificant changes in CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2

and CMAM, and some increases in age in much of the stratosphere in ULAQ-CCM720

(figure S6). This behaviour corroborates figure 2 where CESM1-WACCM and NIWA-

UKCA show relatively small sensitivities of tropical column ozone to increases in CH4

and large sensitivities of springtime Arctic ozone, suggesting that in these models the

speed-up of the BDC accompanying CH4 increases contributes to the sensitivity of TCO

to CH4 increases. Such a speed-up removes ozone from the tropics and transports it to725

the winter/spring pole, contributing to this contrast in sensitivity. By contrast, CMAM

and ULAQ-CCM are characterized by a relatively weak contrast in the trend in AOA

between the tropics and the polar latitudes, consistent with their response in AOA to

increasing CH4 (figure 2). In the case of CMAM, this may be because in this model,

actually the reduced CH4 characterizing the SEN-C2-fCH4 experiment was only used730

in chemistry but not in radiation. The radiation scheme saw a similar CH4 evolution

as in the REF-C2 simulations. Hence only differences in ozone have affected the AOA

response in this model.

An additional analysis of the temperature response to CH4 increases (not shown) indi-

cates that the models also exhibit considerable variations in their temperature trends in735

response to methane changes. Most indicate stratospheric cooling of varying magnitude

but some also warming of the stratosphere. This might begin to explain the differences

in age-of-air.

– Increases in Cleq lead to significant and similar decreases in age throughout most of the

stratosphere in five of the models but not in CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2; this model produces740

mostly no significant change in response to this forcing (figure S7). The only region that

shows consistent increases in age is the Antarctic polar vortex which in all models shows

increasing AOA during summer, suggesting an increasing persistence into summer. A

comparison with figure 7 indicates that the region of increasing age during January co-

incides with the region of ozone depletion at the base of the polar vortex. Of the five745

models considered here, CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 has the largest difference in sensitivity

between tropical and Antarctic springtime total-column ozone (figure 8), which is con-
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sistent with the lack of speed-up of the BDC in this model, compared to the other five.

The role of ozone depletion in driving a decrease in AOA, shown by most of the models

analyzed here, has been noted before (e.g. Polvani et al., 2017).750

In ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA, the region of increasing age for increasing Cleq

in January is located somewhat higher in the atmosphere than in the other models. This

has been noted before, in the context of the evaluation of ozone depletion in the ACCESS-

CCM (Stone et al., 2016). (Note again ACCESS-CCM and NIWA-UKCA share the same

atmosphere model.)755

– Increases in COeq
2 cause consistent decreases of AOA above about 100 hPa in all five

models shown here, with CMAM and CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 exhibiting a larger re-

sponse than CESM1-WACCM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM (figure S8). Below 100

hPa, all models show decreases in age in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere, ex-

cept for CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2 which also shows some significant and substantial in-760

creases in age around the 100 hPa pressure level. CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, NIWA-

UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM exhibit a region of weak increases of age, or insignificant sen-

sitivity of age, in response to increasing COeq
2 , in the tropical upper troposphere. In

CMAM, NIWA-UKCA, and ULAQ-CCM, this “tongue" extends roughly 200 hPa, but

in CESM1-WACCM it extends significantly above the tropical tropopause, to about 80765

to 100 hPa. This difference in behaviour is a contributing factor in the weak response of

tropical TCO in CESM1-WACCM to increasing COeq
2 . Conversely, the large difference

in sensitivity of TCO in CMAM between the tropics and the extratropics is related to the

relatively large speed-up of the BDC in response to COeq
2 forcing in this model.

These considerations do not constitute a complete discussion of the differences in model be-770

haviour found in this paper. But they do corroborate the hypothesis that dynamics and trans-

port contribute to the sensitivity of modelled ozone to the anthropogenic forcings considered

here. Some interesting inconsistencies in model behaviour are found here that require further

analysis.

5 Linearity of the ozone response to greenhouse gas forcing775

Based on the previous sections, we calculate, assuming linear scaling and ignoring non-linear cou-

pling (Portmann et al., 2012; Dhomse et al., 2016), the ozone fields that would result from alternative

GHG scenarios other than the RCP 6.0 forcing used in REF-C2. For the moderate-emissions scenar-

ios RCP 2.6 and 4.5, this can be seen as a consistency test. For the more extreme RCP 8.5, where

forcings are partially outside the range spanned by RCP 6.0 / REF-C2 and the total ozone abun-780

dance is larger than in REF-C2, this exercise will help highlight nonlinear couplings between the

forcings. The scaling is possible for those models that have produced the REF-C2, SEN-C2-fGHG,
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SEN-C2-fN2O, and SEN-C2-fCH4 simulations. We produce scaled ozone fields for CCSRNIES-

MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, ULAQ-CCM, and UMSLIMCAT ( CHASER-MIROC-

ESM and NIWA-UKCA did not produce any SEN-C2-RCP simulations needed for comparison785

here). For the more moderate RCPs 2.6 and 4.5, the ozone fields resulting from such scaling in the

zonal mean relatively accurately match those simulated by the five models. Significant relative dif-

ferences occur in the troposphere, where the scaling method is not applicable (see above) and in

the UTLS region, where changes in the tropopause height constitute a non-linear feedback not well

captured by simple scaling of the ozone fields (supplement, figures S9 and S10). Larger differences,790

generally of opposite sign relative to RCP2.6 and RCP 4.5, occur for RCP 8.5. Here, the models

fall into two groups: One group, comprising CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, and

CMAM, overestimate ozone in this scaling in the mid- and upper stratosphere and under-

estimate it in the mesosphere (above 1 hPa). A second group, comprising ULAQ-CCM and

UMSLIMCAT, overestimates ozone almost everywhere above the UTLS region, ULAQ-CCM795

more so than UMSLIMCAT. In all cases, the analysis quantifies that nonlinear interactions

play a significant role, particularly in the RCP8.5 scenario.

Scaling generally overestimates middle- and upper-stratospheric ozone by 10 to 30%, underestimates

mesospheric ozone, and also produces errors in the UTLS region (figure 14). Three of the models

(CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, and CMAM) mostly agree on the general features of800

this diagnostic, whereas the ULAQ-CCM produces somewhat larger differences between simulated

and scaled ozone fields which also differ in sign or shape in the mesosphere and troposphere.

6 Some general thoughts on the generation of a consensus ozone database

As noted in section 1, the CMIP6 activity requires prescribed ozone fields to drive simulations

by CMIP6 models that do not interactively compute ozone. Out of twenty models participat-805

ing in CCMI-1, only two were actually used in the generation of the ozone climatology provide

to CMIP6 participants, namely CMAM and CESM1-WACCM (M. Hegglin, personal commu-

nication). Such a narrow base was chosen because these two modelling groups were ready to

provide pre-industrial and pre-1960 ozone fields that are also required for CMIP6 but fall

outside the period spanned by CCMI-1 simulations. A larger and more representative base of810

model simulations might have been possible to use here, had the production of CMIP6 ozone

climatologies been identified early on as a key deliverable of the CCMI-1 activity, particularly

in view of the several coupled atmosphere-ocean CCMs participating in CCMI-1 that would

have had to conduct spin-up simulations covering the pre-1960 period.

It is not the purpose of the present paper to actually produce such a merged ozone clima-815

tology. Nevertheless, we offer some thoughts on how one might go about producing such a

climatology.
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1. All ozone fields are interpolated to a common pressure-based grid, as is a reference ozone

climatology derived from satellite data and in-situ observations. Single-model ensemble

means are formed for those models that have produced more than one ensemble member.820

2. It is clear that not every model is equally suitable for representing ozone in every region.

For example, some models have prescribed ozone in the troposphere or do not extend

into the mesosphere. This can be accounted for introducing, for every model i, weight-

ing functions ζi(p) that are zero outside the pressure interval where model i should be

considered. Also the weights can include information on ensemble size. This accounts825

for the idea that the statistical uncertainty in model projections reduces with increasing

ensemble size. In addition to such elementary considerations, it is possible to give models

weights based on skill scores, but these depend on metrics chosen to measure skill, which

can be contentious.

3. The multi-model mean is formed, using the above weights:830

O3 =

∑
ζiO

i
3∑

ζi
. (4)

4. Forming a multi-model mean already has the effect of dampening interannual variations.

These can be further reduced by applying a filter.

5. Bias-correcting the ozone fields versus observational ozone climatologies is possible. How-

ever here a few caveats apply: (a) Available ozone climatologies have their own short-835

comings, particularly in the troposphere where space-borne measurements are difficult

or subject to large uncertainty. (b) In the stratosphere, and to some extent in the tropo-

sphere, the dependence of ozone on variations in long-lived constituents can be expressed

in terms of a regression model. Using a modelling approach, it is possible, as demon-

strated here, to identify the contributions made by individual long-lived gases to long-840

term ozone trends. However, the satellite record may not be straightforwardly amenable

to such an approach because multiple forcings are acting simultaneously whose effects

likely cannot be separated using multi-variate regression – the record may be too short,

meteorological noise too large, or impacts of different forcings too similar for this to be a

viable strategy. This means only a simpler approach may be possible, consisting of sub-845

tracting the bias in the mean annual cycle of ozone, determined for the satellite era, off

the multi-model mean. The problem here is that the bias may be a function of the an-

thropogenic forcings. If that is the case, simply subtracting off the mean bias could result

in inappropriate “corrections”, particularly before and after the satellite era.

6. Unlike previous CMIP rounds, for CMIP6 zonally resolved ozone will be requested.850

Stratospheric ozone is subject to zonal asymmetries caused by dynamical anomalies e.g.
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due to orographic forcing. For example, there is a significant trend in the orientation of

the Antarctic polar vortex during the satellite era which some models fail to reproduce

(Dennison et al., 2017). Given the inability to attribute such misbehaviour to individ-

ual anthropogenic forcings as discussed above, it appears difficult though to consistently855

account for this in a correction.

With these considerations in mind, apart from the restricted database, taking a simple

weighted average of available modelled ozone fields (M. Hegglin, personal communication)

appears to be the most practical and straightforward approach to the problem. In comparison

to the process adopted for CMIP5 ozone (Cionni et al., 2011), for CMIP6 there will not be any860

discontinuity between stratospheric and tropospheric ozone, and the ozone climatology now

will be zonally resolved everywhere.

7 Conclusions

We have analysed the sensitivities of ozone to changes in CH4, N2O, halogenated ODSs, and a com-

bination of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in seventen CCMI-1 models. In all cases we find some865

qualitative and quantitative agreement, mainly about the impacts in the middle stratosphere, but also

considerable disagreements in other regions, particularly the troposphere, the UTLS region, and the

mesosphere. The middle-stratospheric impact of CH4 increases is largely consistently simulated by

the sixnine models studied here, but significant differences occur in the lower stratosphere, the tropo-

sphere, and in the total-column impacts of increasing CH4. The impacts on ozone of increasing N2O870

are relatively consistently simulated, in particular regarding decreases in the middle stratosphere and

increases in the lower stratosphere. Also threesix of the models agree to some extent on the relatively

small impact on surface ozone. However, as with CH4, quantitative differences in the sensitivity of

lower-stratospheric ozone to increases of N2O mean that the response of the TCO to N2O increases

remains uncertain. The impact of changing ODSs on stratospheric ozone is well simulated, with875

some general agreement regarding the middle-stratospheric response and also the impact on polar

ozone. There remain quantitative differences regarding the impact on the TCO, globally, and par-

ticularly regarding the impact of stratospheric ozone depletion on surface ozone. Lastly, we have

studied the effect of a combination of CO2 and other GHGs on ozone. Essentially, global warming

causes ozone in the middle stratosphere to increase and in the low-latitude lower stratosphere to de-880

crease. The TCO impacts are relatively consistently simulated, but the response of surface ozone to

global warming remains highly uncertain, with the fourfive CCMI-1 models suitable for this analy-

sis disagreeing on major aspects of the impact. They exhibit larger differences regarding the impact

of global warming on surface ozone than were found in a recent study using a different ensemble

(Young et al., 2013). This may reflect uncertainties related to stratosphere-troposphere coupling that885

were suppressed in the large subset of the models examined by Young et al. (2013) which used pre-
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scribed stratospheric ozone. This may thus be an example of additional model complexity causing

increased divergence of results (Morgenstern et al., 2017).

In an effort to further investigate the dynamical feedbacks causing some differences in model

response to these anthropogenic feedbacks, we have analyzed AOA in a subset of the models studied890

here. Here we find some distinct consistencies and inconsistencies in the response of AOA to these

forcings. With further analysis, the results might help shed light on the actual causes of these inter-

model variations. Considering that greenhouse gases interact with dynamics via their impact on

radiation, the consistency of the impact of greenhouse gases on radiative heating might be worth

assessing in more detail.895

In essence, it appears that mid- and upper-stratospheric impacts of the four gaseous anthropogenic

forcings are relatively consistently simulated by the subset of CCMI-1 models studied here, but

lower-stratospheric, tropospheric, and mesospheric impacts often are not. The total-column response

is affected by dynamical feedbacks which are not consistent in the CCMI-1 model ensemble. We

have linked these to differences in the impact on stratospheric overturning. These inconsisten-900

cies in the CCMI-1 ensemble need to be considered and may have consequences for the fidelity of

any merged ozone climatologies produced from the CCMI-1 results.

It is possible that the results presented here are subject to a sampling bias in the sense that they

require a relatively large number of sensitivity simulations to be available, which some more ex-

pensive, higher-resolution models in the CCMI-1 ensemble have not performed. It is regrettable that905

even though the CCMI-1 ensemble nominally comprises 20 models (Morgenstern et al., 2017), only

seventen models have been considered here, and of these, some are unsuitable for certain diagnoses,

e.g. because tropospheric composition is prescribed or because required simulations or diagnostics

do not exist. Nonetheless, the results point to the need to better characterize quantitatively the lower-

stratospheric climate-ozone feedbacks that are the likely cause for the discrepancies found here. The910

impact of methane on ozone occurs significantly in the troposphere. Here differences in formulation

and sophistication of tropospheric chemistry also impact the models’ responses to methane changes.

Such differences may also play into the responses to the other forcings, although the surface ozone

responses to N2O increases are surprisingly consistent across most of the models, despite such dif-

ferences in formulation.915

8 Availability of simulations

The ozone fields as used here are mostly as downloaded from the Centre for Environmental Data

Analysis (CEDA; ftp://ftp.ceda.ac.uk). CESM1-WACCM data have been downloaded from http://

www.earthsystemgrid.org. For instructions for access to both archives see http://blogs.reading.ac.uk/

ccmi/badc-data-access. UMSLIMCAT data have been downloaded from http://homepages.see.leeds.ac.uk/~fbsssdh/updated_ccmi.920
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Some data have also been supplied directly by the co-authors; these data will in due course be

uploaded to the CEDA archive.

Appendix A: Calculation of significance intervals

In the calculation of the regression coefficients a, b, c, and d of equation 1 confidence intervals

are critical for understanding where the regression coefficients differ from 0, i.e. where the un-925

certainty in them exceeds the amplitude. For this a standard statistical approach is used which

essentially assumes that the residual ε consists of “white noise”, i.e. there is no autocorrelation.

For this we use an IDL routine “trend.pro” (D. Stone, personal communication). The re-

gression coefficients simply come out of a least-squares regression which uses the difference

timeseries in ozone versus the various external forcing (section 2.2.1).930

Given are the original time series y of simulated ozone differences at a given latitude, pres-

sure level, and month of the year, n years in length, and the associated external forcing x (such

as an annual global-mean methane mixing ratio). Then let yfit be the vector of best-fit regres-

sion values. Next we define

se =

√∑
ε2

n− 2
(A1)935

and

sxx =
√∑

(x−x)
2 (A2)

where x represents one of the four forcings considered here. We calculate the confidence inter-

val κ that characterizes the distribution:

κ= tcvf (0.025,n− 2)
se
sxx

(A3)940

Here, tcvf is the cut-off value of Student’s t distribution with n− 2 degrees of freedom. The

numerical value 0.025 means that κ refers to the 95% confidence interval.

More details on this process are in the routine used here (http://web.csag.uct.ac.za/~daithi/

idl_lib/pro/trend.pro) and in the documentation of the tcvf function (e.g., http://northstar-www.

dartmouth.edu/doc/idl/html_6.2/T_CVF.html).945

For the above approach to be robust, the residual ε (equation 1) needs to be free of auto-

correlation. We test this using the Durbin-Watson criterion (Durbin and Watson, 1950; Mor-

genstern et al., 2014):

d=

∑n
i=2 (εi− εi−1)

2∑n
i=1 ε

2
i

(A4)

In all situations 0≤ d≤ 4. d= 2 would characterize a dataset without autocorrelation. For950

n= 140 or 141, the case considered here, and at 95% confidence,

1.6≤ d≤ 2.4 (A5)
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would characterize a dataset very likely free of autocorrelation (https://www3.nd.edu/~wevans1/

econ30331/Durbin_Watson_tables.pdf). In figures S1-S4, violations of the Durbin-Watson cite-

rion are marked with stippling. Autocorrelation does indeed play a role in all models, diagnos-955

tics, and seasons, but to varying extents. In principle, autocorrelation can have two different

origins, namely genuine modes of variability that operate on scales of a year or longer, e.g.

the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation, or alternatively nonlinear aspects to the response of the model

to the forcings, which might mean that the linear regression fit systematically over- or under-

predicts the model behaviour for extended periods of time. The first cause would recede with960

increasing ensemble size, the second might increase relative to the random noise that is sup-

pressed by increasing ensemble sizes. The figures S1-S4 indicate that the models with larger

ensemble sizes are equally or more affected by autocorrelation than those with small ensemble

sizes, suggesting that non-linearities may well play a role in this. However, a more in-depth

analysis of this aspect is needed.965
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Figure 1: Ratio of zonal-mean ozone volume mixing ratio changes to VMR changes in surface CH4

(a) as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fCH4 simulations. a is dimensionless. The colour

white indicates that a is not significantly different from 0 at the 95% confidence interval. The plots

for ULAQ-CCM (bottom row) have no data above 0.04 hPa.
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Figure 2: Ratio of zonal-mean total-column ozone changes to VMR changes in surface CH4 (in

Dobson Units / ppmv) as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fCH4 simulations. The colour

white indicates insignificantly differences from 0 at the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3: Ratio of zonal-mean surface ozone changes to to changes in surface CH4 (in ppbv /

ppmv) as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fCH4 simulations. The colour white indicates

insignificantly differences from 0 at the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 4: Same as figure 1 but for N2O.
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Figure 5: Same as figure 2 but for N2O, in units of DU/ppmv, derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-

C2-fN2O simulations.
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Figure 6: Same as figure 3 but for N2O, in ppbv/ppmv, as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-

fN2O simulations.
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Figure 7: Same as figure 1 but for Cleq.
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Figure 8: Same as figure 2 but for Cleq, in units of DU/ppbv (Cleq), derived from the REF-C2 and

SEN-C2-fODS simulations.
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Figure 9: Ratio of zonal-mean surface ozone changes to to changes in surface Cleq (in ppbv / ppbv)

as derived from the REF-C2 and SEN-C2-fODS simulations.
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Figure 10: Same as figure 1 but for COeq
2 . Here units are 10−3 ppmv/ppmv.
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Figure 11: Same as figure 2 but for COeq
2 , in units of 10−3 DU/ppmv (COeq

2 ), derived from the

REF-C2, SEN-C2-fGHG, SEN-C2-fCH4, and SEN-C2-fN2O simulations.
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Figure 12: Same as figure 11 but for actual CO2, in units of 10−3 DU/ppmv (CO2), derived from

the REF-C2 and fixed-CO2 simulations of CESM1-WACCM.
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Figure 13: Ratio of zonal-mean surface ozone changes to changes in surface COeq
2 , times 106, as

derived from the REF-C2, SEN-C2-fGHG, SEN-C2-fCH4, and SEN-C2-fN2O.
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Figure 14: Rows 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9: Zonal-mean ozone (ppmv), averaged individually for the months

of January, April, July, and October, for the years 2090-2099 of the RCP 8.5 scenario, as simulated

by the CCSRNIES-MIROC3.2, CESM1-WACCM, CMAM, and ULAQ-CCM, and UMSLIMCAT

models. Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10: Percentage difference between the rescaled and simulated ozone

fields. The rescaling is based on the REF-C2 simulations and the a, b, and d coefficients as derived

versus the SEN-C2-fCH4, -fN2O, and -fGHG simulations. Note that the ODSs evolve identically in

REF-C2 and in SEN-C2-RCP85.
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